June 8, 2018:
An especially exciting happening at Foxfire Farm this year is Dr. Brandi van Roo and her
students from Framingham State University coming to do a breeding bird survey (leg banding).
The protocol for safely catching and handling the songbirds is designed by The Bird Banding
Laboratory at the Pawtuxent Wildlife Research Center, which collects, stores, and analyzes the
data. All bird banders, such as Dr. Van Roo, must be licensed under the auspices of the
U.S.Geological Survey (Department of the Interior). These surveys increase the body of
knowledge about wildlife worldwide, specifically, in our case, song birds and their nesting
behavior.
Students: at their age it’s all about the right answers. Septuagenarians (like me): it’s all
about the right questions. Everybody learns.
6:00 AM: The nets are opened to a clear, still sunrise. Dr. Van Roo explains the proper height
for the low end of the net; just-so for excluding possible predators. We set up a banding station
on the terrace (all our ducks in a row). Soon its time to see if any birds are in the nets. Barn
Swallow (male), Yellow Warbler (male), Song Sparrow (female)...students learn how to gently
but swiftly extricate the remarkably tolerant birds. I marvel at the way Brandi allows her
students to get a feel of how the birds like to be handled, how to put them into the collecting
bags without scaring them. She is always aﬃrmative toward both the birds and the people; and
reassuring in her command of each situation.
Back on the terrace, each bird is banded and documented - breed, gender, age, wing
length, molt stage, feather condition, brooding status. We learn the several correct ways to
hold each bird, working quickly to minimize stress, then take a smart phone photo, and - flutter,
flutter - release. Around again (and again) to the nets. Three more Song Sparrows, five Grey
Catbirds, Downy Woodpecker, Brown Headed Cowbird, a pair of Cardinals, two male Baltimore
Orioles, and a Chipping Sparrow. Twenty-one individuals of nine native songbird species
throughout the morning.
We also tallied all the birds we identified by sight or ear; just for the record - thirty-eight
species. The farm is quite varied in habitat types; a brook and associated wetland, mixed tree
species in the woods (some trees quite old), open meadows, a house and two barns, and
gardens. It is important to me to understand how to manage the various systems found in my
surroundings; how to meet the needs of not just the humans living here, but also the plants and
animals; how to reach for a sustainable equilibrium. I often question the consequences of my
own presence on the land, and wish for wisdom in my stewardship choices.
Toward noon, we took one more trip around before closing up the nets for the day. One last
bird: a female House Sparrow. Gasps of chagrin erupt in the group. This is a non-native
species (and therefor goes unbanded), whose behaviour includes killing adult and baby birds of
other species in its competition for nest boxes and nesting cavities. It IS legal to extirpate them
to prevent the decimation of native species. I gag at the thought. Even if I could condone such
an act, is this not a toil of Sysiphus? Are these sparrows not here because they followed the
likes of ME into the wilderness? Is not land management itself the conundrum? Horrid thoughts
cross my mind: a future where we find only one species here instead of thirty-eight.
Then I watch Brandi while she gently detangles this little, brown, unremarkable bird from the
net, holds it with the same care as all the others, and just as generously, lets it go. For me,
THIS is the lesson of the day.
Ann Hanscom

The Cardinal prefers recess to school

while the Goldfinch is happily learning to read.

